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Understanding user privacy expectations : A software

developer's perspective

Abstract

Software developers are trained to develop and design software applications

that provide services to users. However, software applications sometimes collect

users' data without their knowledge. When applications collect and use users'

data without transparency, this leads to user privacy invasions because users

do not expect the application to collect and use these information. Therefore,

it is important that software developers understand users' privacy expectations

when designing applications in order to handle user data transparently in soft-

ware applications. However, due to the lack of systematic approaches to ex-

tract user privacy requirements, developers end up designing applications either

based on their assumptions on user privacy expectations, or relating to their

own expectations of privacy as a user. Nevertheless, how accurate these per-

ceived privacy expectations are against actual user expectations is not currently

known. This research focuses on investigating developers' privacy expectations

from a user point of view against users' privacy expectations. We also investi-

gate developers' assumptions on user privacy expectations against actual user

privacy expectations. Our �ndings revealed that developers' assumptions on

user privacy expectations are close to their own expectations of privacy from a

user point of view and that developers' privacy expectations from a user point

of view are signi�cantly di�erent from actual user privacy expectations. With

this understanding, we provide recommendations for software developers to un-

derstand and acknowledge user expectations on privacy when they design and

develop applications.
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Privacy Expectations, Software Development

1. Introduction

Software developers design and develop software applications to provide ser-

vices to users such as banking, online-shopping and social networking. However,

sometimes these software applications collect data users do not expect the ap-

plication to collect and save details users do not expect the application to save5

[1], which may lead to privacy invasions. For example, when mobile applications

request permission from users to access their data [2], users are known to accept

these permission requests without much consideration to its content, trusting

the applications [3]. Therefore, if applications request data users do not expect

the applications to collect, it may lead to users disclosing data, such as their10

location, to the application without their knowledge, which compromises users'

privacy [4].

As a solution to this, software developers are expected to consider user pri-

vacy expectations and minimize mismatched behaviors of applications that could

lead to privacy invasions when they design software applications [5]. In order15

to minimize mismatches in software application behavior against user expecta-

tions, developers either need to design data collection and use in applications

close to what users expect, or communicate the di�erences to the user transpar-

ently [6, 5, 7, 8]. For this, it is important that developers understand how user

expect the application to behave [9, 8, 4, 10]. However, so far there is no sys-20

tematic method that instructs how developers should understand user privacy

expectations in the software development process [11, 12], which leads to devel-

opers designing software applications based on their perception on user privacy

expectations. Nevertheless, to date, how accurate this perceived user privacy

expectations are from actual user privacy expectations, and how the perceived25

user privacy expectations a�ect developers' behaviors when designing software

applications are not known [13, 14, 15, 16].

We conduct this research to understand developers' perception on user pri-
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vacy expectations and how this perceived privacy expectations a�ect their soft-

ware development activities. This information is important to understand why30

developers design software applications that behave di�erent to the way users

expect them to behave. By referring to the existing work that focus on devel-

opers' privacy perception, we identi�ed two factors that could a�ect developers'

perception on user privacy expectations. Firstly, developers' own privacy ex-

pectations from software applications from a user point of view [14]. Secondly,35

the assumptions developers make on end user privacy expectations when they

embed privacy into software application designs [16]. We focus on these two as-

pects in this research in order to understand how di�erent developers' perceived

user privacy expectations are from actual user privacy expectations. Then by

incorporating a simple software design task for developers we observe how these40

di�erences in the perceived user privacy expectations a�ect the way developers

embed privacy into software applications.

We incorporate the control group method [17, 18] in our research methodol-

ogy with two groups of software developers, where one group of developers were

instructed to play the role of a user. With the role-play developers we observe45

developers' own privacy expectations from a user point of view. With the other

group of developers (without role-play), we observe the assumptions developers

make about user privacy expectations. We also recruit users in order to compare

the privacy perceptions of the two groups of software developers against that

of actual users. By using this approach we also attempt to observe the poten-50

tial of using role-play as a possible way to encourage developers to understand

user privacy expectations better. Altogether the study had 54 participants, 36

developers (18 role play, 18 without role-play) and 18 users.

The key �ndings of this study are as follows,

• The privacy expectations of users are signi�cantly di�erent to the privacy55

expectations of software developers when they were playing the role of a

user. Developers are observed to have a reduced level of privacy expecta-

tions compared to users when they use software applications and they by
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default expected applications to collect more data than users.

• Developers assumptions on user privacy expectations are close to devel-60

opers own privacy expectations when they were playing the role of the

user. Developers' relate to their personal expectations when assuming

user privacy expectations when they design software applications.

• Developers' design decisions in designing software applications re�ected

the di�erence in the perceived user privacy expectations. When instructed65

to consider privacy in application designs developers intuitively focus on

technical aspects and user privacy expectations are not something devel-

opers focus on.

These �ndings suggest that developers may not be capable of embedding privacy

into software applications to a level that is expected by users based on their70

perception of user privacy expectations. There is a need for better techniques

within software development processes to identify user privacy expectations and

integrate them into the application designs. Based on our �ndings we propose

recommendations for user privacy requirement elicitation in software application

development.75

The paper is structured as follows. In the next section we discuss previous

work in the area of software developers' privacy behaviors and user privacy ex-

pectations. Section 3 explains the research objectives followed by the research

methodology section. Section 5 presents our results and in section 6 we exten-

sively discuss the results based on existing knowledge. Finally we present our80

conclusions and future directions for research.

2. Related Work

Here we discuss previous work on user privacy expectations and develop-

ers privacy perception to position our work. We also discuss current privacy

methodologies and their take on user privacy expectations in order to establish85

the knowledge gap, and to de�ne the grounds on which our work stand.
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2.1. User Privacy Expectations

There are ample studies that investigate user privacy expectations from soft-

ware applications and how these expectations are not adequately handled in

software application designs. Here we discuss two studies that intrigued our90

interest due to their unique take on user privacy expectations. Rao et al. [8]

investigated the mismatched expectations of application users against the ac-

tual behavior of web sites on data collection, sharing and deletion practices.

Their study revealed that actual web site behaviors are signi�cantly di�erent to

user expectations particularly in data collection and deletion [19, 8]. Similarly,95

Adams and Sasse [6], identify a �privacy invasion cycle�, which shows how users'

inability to make accurate assumptions on the behavior of software applications

leads to a cycle of privacy invasions. They emphasize the importance of un-

derstanding user privacy requirements to protect users, and not just the data

in implementing privacy in systems. Both these studies state that rather than100

understanding the importance of giving users feedback and control in systems,

it is important that developers perceive when and why users need these controls.

Nevertheless, compared to research that attempt to identify the mismatches in

user privacy expectations against actual software behavior [8, 20, 6], knowledge

on developers' perception on user privacy expectations and how this perception105

a�ects developers' design decisions in software development is currently lacking.

2.2. Developers and their Privacy Perceptions

In a study focusing on how developers make design decisions about user

privacy, Ayalon et al. [14] claim that developers' personal privacy expectations

signi�cantly a�ect developers' professional development practices. They sug-110

gest that when embedding privacy into software application designs, developers

often relate to their own personal privacy expectations. This is known as the im-

plicit e�ect of unconsciously transferring one's personal expectations into their

professional behavior [21].

However, Sheth et al. [20] have identi�ed that developers generally have low115

concerns towards privacy compared to users. Focusing particularly on data ag-
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gregation, distortion, sharing and breaching incidents, they claim that develop-

ers are more concerned about technological approaches such as anonymization

to mitigate privacy concerns, whereas users are shown to be more concerned

about the policies. While it is possible that the incapability of users to grasp120

technological terms such as distortion, anonymization and aggregation had an

impact on these �ndings, their �ndings suggests a di�erence in the focus areas

of developers and users when they perceive privacy. Therefore, when devel-

opers base their design decisions on their personal privacy expectations, it is

possible that they end up with di�erent implementations of privacy in software125

applications compared to what user expect. However, currently there exist no

formal evaluation on how di�erent developers and users are in their perception

of privacy expectations and how these di�erences a�ect developers' professional

activities when they embed privacy into software applications.

2.3. Existing Privacy Methodologies and Developers' Assumptions130

Analyzing how developers perceive privacy when they develop software,

Wurster et al [22], stress that developers should not be always expected to

know the right thing to do. Similarly, Lahlou et al [15], has shown that most

developers do not consider privacy to be an important problem in software devel-

opment. Therefore, it is important that user privacy expectations are identi�ed135

as a speci�c requirement when developing software applications.

Nevertheless, in most existing software requirement elicitation methodolo-

gies privacy is considered as a sub-category of security requirements. In the

instances where privacy requirements are considered as a separate entity, the

requirements are mostly elicited either from data protection regulations [23] or140

from a technical perspective. For example, Kalloniatis et al. [10] propose Pris,

a systematic methodology to identify privacy requirements for software systems

focusing on technical privacy concepts such as anonymity, unlink-ability and

un-observability. Similarly, Oetzel et al. [24] propose a systematic approach

for assessing privacy in software systems identifying the requirements from data145

protection regulations. Identifying user privacy expectations and relating them
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to software design requirements to minimize mismatched behaviors that may

result in privacy vulnerabilities [8, 25, 26, 6] is not therefore given attention in

current privacy requirement elicitation methods.

Consequently, most of the existing privacy designing and implementation150

methodologies, such as the Privacy by Design (PbD) Principles [27], Fair In-

formation Practices (FIP) [28] and Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA) [29] are

criticized to be vague and unclear in providing guidance to developers as to how

user privacy expectations should be understood [30, 31]. In situations where

clear guidance is not available to elicit requirements developers naturally end155

up deriving requirements based on their assumptions [32]. Therefore, when em-

bedding privacy into software application designs, developers end up assuming

user privacy expectations [16, 15]. However, currently there is not enough focus

on what a�ects the assumptions developers make about user privacy expecta-

tions and how these assumptions a�ect the way developers embed privacy into160

application designs.

In comparison to previous work, in this research our goal is to understand de-

velopers' perception of user privacy expectations and how the perceived privacy

expectations a�ect the software design decisions made by developers. Based on

the literature analysis we identi�ed two factors that a�ect developers percep-165

tion of user privacy expectations. Namely the personal privacy expectations

of developers from a user point of view [14] and the assumptions developers

make about user privacy expectations [33, 34]. We designed our study to inves-

tigate if developers have di�erent privacy expectations when they use software

applications compared to users and how di�erent the assumptions developers170

make about user privacy expectations are against actual users expectations.

Our study also investigates how the mismatches in developers perception on

user privacy expectations a�ect developers' decisions when they design software

applications.
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3. Research Objectives175

Based on the de�nition by Miller [35], in the context of this research we de�ne

expectation to be what the user think the application would do. As users behave

with a software application according to what they think the application would

do we believe this de�nition �ts our research goal. We also brie�y investigate on

users' desired data collection expectations, corresponding to what they expect180

the application should do, as opposed to what they think the application would

do to observe how users come to cope with application behaviors that do not

align with their desired expectations. However, unless otherwise stated, for the

remainder of the paper, when we say expectations we mean what users think

the application would do.185

We formed the following research questions (RQ) when designing our exper-

iment.

3.1. RQ1

We �rst observe the priority developers and users give to privacy when they

use software applications. Here we de�ne priority as the importance given190

to privacy when using a particular software application. Understanding and

acknowledging the priority users give for privacy is considered important in

embedding transparent privacy into software products [8, 1]. Developers are

motivated to embed privacy into the software applications they design based

on their perception on how important users would consider privacy when they195

use the application. Therefore, the level of importance users give for privacy

as perceived by developers is important. Because if developers are unable to

understand the priority users give for privacy, irrespective of the developers'

commitment towards privacy, they may not be able to address user privacy re-

quirements in their software designs to the extent to which users expect. We200

form the following research question in order to investigate this.

How di�erent is the level of priority given to privacy between developers and

users when they use software applications?
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Here we investigate the level of priority developers would give to an applica-

tion if they were to use it. We then investigate software developers' assumption205

on the priority users would give for privacy for an application. We compare

these two against the actual priority level users give for privacy if they were to

use the application in order to understand the di�erences.

3.2. RQ2

Another aspect which often leads to mismatched behaviors in software ap-210

plication is data collection [8]. It has been shown that users are reluctant to

disclose their personal information into software applications unless they feel

the information is required for the application [36]. Surreptitious data collec-

tion is considered a major concern of users when they interact with software

applications [8]. Lack of transparency and mismatched expectations for pri-215

vacy between users and developers could lead to unexpected data collection in

software applications which could be considered surreptitious irrespective of the

developer's intention.

For example, users could be completely oblivion to the fact that a particular

application requires to collect their location and hence would not expect the220

application to collect their location. However, a developer may assume users to

expect the application to collect their location and not include explicit notices to

communicate that, which leads to privacy invasions. Therefore, it is important

that the di�erences in the way developers perceive how users would expect

an application to collect data is understood. We form the following research225

question to investigate this in the experiment.

How di�erent user expectations are from the actual data collection practices

developers embed into software applications?

Here, we observe how developers' assumptions and their personal expecta-

tions on data collection di�er from actual user expectations. Then, by assigning230

a design task for the developers in the study we also observe how the perceived

user expectations a�ect the decisions developers make when they design software

applications.
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3.3. RQ3

Another important aspect where mismatches could occur in embedding pri-235

vacy into software applications is the perception on sensitive data. Users' ex-

pectations and knowledge as to why certain sensitive information is needed in

applications have a major impact on users' feeling of privacy and trust decision

making in an application [4]. Furthermore, users expect software applications

to have explicit security (encryption, secure storage) for their sensitive data.240

However, if developers do not understand which data is sensitive to users, and

if the data items developers perceive to be sensitive is di�erent to what users

consider to be sensitive, this may lead to trust issues and dissatisfaction in users

when they use software applications.

Data protection laws [37, 38, 39, 40] also de�ne explicit laws against access-245

ing and storing sensitive data, with di�erent interpretations to as what sensitive

data are. For example, the GDPR (European General Data Protection Direc-

tive) which is coming into action in 2018 [41], has broadened their de�nition on

sensitive data, including more data items, such as user IP addresses, into the

sensitive data category. Similarly, ENISA (European Union Agency for Network250

and Information Security) guidelines for Privacy and Data Protection by Design

[42] also recommends that developers identify which data is important for users

privacy when they design software systems and treat them accordingly. There-

fore, understanding the data items users consider sensitive to them is important

for developers, when they design and develop software applications to acknowl-255

edge data as human content [6]. We form the following research question to

investigate this.

How di�erent users and developers perceive sensitive data when using/developing

software applications?

Here we investigate if developers and users consider same data elements to260

be sensitive to themselves. We also investigate if developers assumptions on

sensitive user data when they design applications is similar to user concerns.
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4. Research Methodology

The study was conducted remotely following similar privacy and security

research that involve software developers [43]. Previous researchers have also265

stated that involving software developers for in lab studies are often faced with

the di�culty to get professional developers to participate due to higher costs and

unavailability [43, 44]. Further it is said that most participants prefer remote

participation over in-lab studies [45]. Similar work that use platforms similar

to the amazon mechanical turk to recruit participants for remote studies state270

that if special attention is given to designing the task, remote studies could

be used for highly interactive tasks ranging from simple surveys to prototype

development [46].

We designed the study based on an application scenario, because user pri-

vacy expectations are dependent on the application type [8, 20]. Furthermore,275

contextual studies are considered better in retrieving reliable and consistent

answers from participants compared to general surveys [47]. We used a hypo-

thetical application scenario related to health information as the context for

our study for two reasons. Firstly, health information is considered sensitive

in data regulations [48, 49]. Secondly, health data if collected and used within280

legal boundaries are considered highly useful and important [50]. These con-

straints give developers a strong incentive to collect data within the application,

and yet to be mindful of the privacy concerns [49]. Due to higher sensitivity

users are also more concerned about their privacy when disclosing health related

information. This provides an ideal setup for our experiment [51, 52].285

A summary of the application scenario in the experiment is given below,

�Think of a web-based health-care application that allows remote consultation

with medical professionals, general practitioners and specialists, for a payment.

Users should be able to browse through a registered list of medical professionals

and chat (text/video) with them on their health problems for advice. Doctors290

and health-care professionals can register on the application to earn by provid-

ing their expertise to users. The application is to be freely available on-line
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(desktop/mobile).�

Since the participants did not have a real application to interact with, it

was important that their answers were based on the scenario we described.295

Therefore, we �ltered out participants who had never used health based online

applications (mobile/web based) before in the �rst level of participant �ltering

to minimize the e�ect of participants' previous experience on their answers.

We had 54 participants in the experiment, recruited through university no-

tice boards and Github. We recruited 12 participants (6 each in role-play and300

non role-play) from the university through notice board advertisements with a

pre condition that the participants have experience in user application develop-

ment, as previous research suggest the use of students as a proxy for experiments

that require developers is valid [53, 43]. We also recruited 25 software develop-

ers who have industry experience through crowd sourcing via Github [43, 44].305

We recruited Github users who are committers of PhP and Java open-source

git repositories, through invitations emails. We selected PhP and java reposi-

tories as we were targeting end user application developers. Answers from one

developer was removed due to low quality of the answers. 18 users without

development experience were recruited through Facebook advertisements. All310

participants were compensated with a USA $15 Amazon.com gift voucher for

their participation.

We gave participants a brief introduction about ourselves and the study

content in the invitation advertisement (an invitation email in the case of github

participants) and asked them to express their interest if they are willing to315

participate. Those who expressed interest (developers following the invitation

email and users following the Facebook advertisement), received a second email

with an instruction form (guiding them through the study content), participant

consent form and study information sheet. Participants were asked to read the

study information sheet and sign the consent form before participating, giving320

us the consent to store and analyze their answers. Software developers were

asked to generate a random number of 8 digits at the beginning of the study.

Participants who had an odd number were asked to think in terms of a user in
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the experiment.

Previous work in psychology has shown role-play as an e�ective tool to en-325

courage and assess psychological and behavioral traits [18], and in this exper-

iment we employed it as a technique to observe software developers' privacy

preferences from a user point of view. This approach of applying a variable to

a group of participants is known as the control group method in experimental

research. It is known to be a successful way of identifying and comparing be-330

havioral changes due to the varied conditions applied in experiments involving

humans [17].

We had three participant groups in the experiment.

Software developers playing the role of a user (Experimenting

group): Participants in this group were asked to think of themselves as users335

of the application.

Software developers (Control group): These participants were asked

to follow their normal behavior as an application developer (under normal con-

ditions).

Users WITHOUT Application Development background (Bench-340

marking group): They were asked to consider themselves as users of the

application.

4.1. Questionnaire

We designed the questionnaire following the mixed method research where

we use both qualitative and quantitative components as appropriate to derive345

the results [54, 55]. The primary investigation and result derivation is done using

quantitative analysis and qualitative questions were used to further understand

and re�ect on the quantitative results. We tested our questions extensively in a

pilot study through the feedback from four participants (two developers and two

users) known to the �rst author, and not related to the research, to ensure that350

the questions conveyed the expected meaning. The questionnaire was �ne tuned

based on their feedback and the �nal version used for the study is available in

the appendix A and B.
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The wording of the questions were carefully designed as we wanted all three

participant groups to answer similar questions with a di�erent approach accord-355

ing to their role play [56]. Both role-play and non role-play developer groups

were exposed to the same questionnaire, worded di�erently to suite the role

play. For example, if we asked the non-role-play developers �what do you think

users would expect from this application�, we asked the role-play developers �If

you use this application, what would you expect from this application?�. Users360

had the same questions worded in a simple way �what would you expect from

this application?�. We eliminated engineering jargon from all questions in the

user version of the questionnaire, acknowledging the lack of understanding of

technical terms in users without software development background. Developers'

version of the questionnaire had more questions focusing on their development365

practices and they had a design task in the middle of the questionnaire.

We used a design activity with pre-task and post-task questions for develop-

ers in order to investigate their perception on user privacy and their behavior

when designing applications while minimizing the limitations due to memorabil-

ity and recalling capacity of participants of their usual actions [57]. Many studies370

that focus on software developers' privacy engagement [20, 58, 14] commonly

employ online surveys and interviews investigating developers past experience.

However, in such approaches even if the developers claim they consider privacy

as a very important aspect [59], in reality, either willingly, or driven by de-

sign requirements, they may decide to collect user data without much concern375

towards user privacy. Therefore, the answers may be overshadowed by uncon-

scious privacy paradox. In order to minimize this e�ect in our study, we �rst

ask the developers about their perceived user privacy expectations. Then, we

ask them to design an application with instructions to consider privacy. Fol-

lowing the design task, we ask them how they decided to collect data in their380

designs and how their perceived user privacy expectations a�ected their design

decisions. This way, rather than asking what they think they would do, or what

they think they did in the past, participants are asked about what they just

did. Furthermore, by analyzing the designs, we could also observe whether the
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developers perception of user privacy requirements they stated earlier on the385

questionnaire were re�ected in their designs.

4.1.1. Pre-design task questions

Before priming the participants to consider privacy in the study we �rst

asked all participants their general expectations in using the application. With

this we aimed to observe how users and developers pay attention to privacy in390

using a potentially privacy invasive software application. With the non role-

play developers we aimed to observe whether they recognize privacy as a user

expectation for this particular application context.

Then, to evaluate the �rst research question we used a 10 point Likert scale.

Questions that use Likert scales are considered as an e�ective form to directly395

investigate preferences and priorities [60]. Since this was more about the level

of priority, rather than an agree/disagree situation, we used an even numbered

10 point Likert scale[61]. The Likert scale requested the users and role-play

developers to mark the level of priority they would give to their privacy expec-

tations for the application scenario described, with 10 being the highest level of400

priority and 0 being the lowest. Non role-play developers were asked to mark

their assumption on the priority users would give for privacy when using this

application.

After this developers were asked to perform a design activity. Users contin-

ued to answer the questions in the post task questionnaire.405

4.1.2. Application Design Activity

The design task investigate the conscious attention developers paid in em-

bedding privacy into their designs. Developers were asked to perform sketches

designing (use case diagram, class diagram, data-base diagram, list of data

items to collect and information �ow diagram) the application scenario and410

share the drawings or scanned copies of their sketches. Participants were given

the freedom to use hand sketches or software tools they are comfortable with.

Information �ow diagrams are taken as the way to understand where and how
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privacy should be embedded in software development activities [62, 1]. There-

fore, the task given here encouraged the participants to think of the complete415

application design and related privacy aspects. We provided examples for each

of the diagrams requested (data-base sketches, information �ow diagrams) in

the instruction guide to help developers.

Once the developers completed the design task, they were asked to in-

clude the 8 digit random number they generated in their sketches and continue420

with the questionnaire. At the end of the questionnaire they were asked to

email us their design sketches. The questionnaire submissions and designs were

anonymized before saving and the 8 digit number was used as the identi�er to

map the sketches with the answers of the developers.

4.1.3. Post-design task questions425

Following the design activity, to observe data collection expectations of users

against the decisions made by developers we asked the participants (developers

and users) to select the data items they used/ expected the application to use

from a list of data elements. We decided to use a list because our pilot study

participants claimed that having this question as an open ended question is430

not appropriate, as it would require them to recall all data items they used

in the design and state them. Furthermore, we observed that this resulted

in inconsistent answers which may not help us to evaluate the data collection

decisions. Therefore, we generated a list of data through a pre-investigation. We

asked 13 graduate students with software development experience, what data435

they would collect for the application context we de�ned. However, in order to

give the participants freedom to select data they prefer we also provided space

for the participants to state any data element they decided to collect for the

application, which was not available in the list.

Finally, in order to gain better insights in to the behavioral aspects we also440

included simple and direct open ended questions [63, 13]. We made use of the

threat avoidance model by Liang et al. [64] in designing the open ended ques-

tions, on the basis that users, when exposed to potential threats in using soft-
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ware applications would go through a behavioral process for threat avoidance.

Developers in the role play group, were expected to demonstrate behaviors for445

threat avoidance as well as threat coping, as they were expected to be capable

of making use of their technical knowledge to cope with the privacy risks they

may face as a user in their attempts to design the application.

Developers spent about 3 hours in the design task and 1 hour in the on-line

questionnaire, where as users spent an average of 15 minutes to go through450

the application scenario and 1 hour answering the questionnaire. The complete

study design (participant recruitment, experiment design and the questionnaire)

was approved by the university research ethic committee responsible for the

ethical conduction of research studies that involve humans.

4.1.4. Participants455

The following tables (table 2 and 3) depict the age and gender distribution

of the participants.

Table 1: Participant Pro�le

Table 2: Age Distribution

Age Developers Users

18-23 years 4 0

24-30 years 25 13

30-34 years 4 3

35-45 years 3 2

Table 3: Gender Distribution

Gender Developers Users

Male 28 15

Female 7 3

Prefer not to say 1 0

All the participants without an application development background had at

least a bachelor's degree and spent more than 4 hours on the Internet on a daily

basis. Following tables (table 5 and 6) give the professional pro�le and hours of460

coding per week for the participants with development experience

4.2. Data Analysis

We used the T test (for independent samples) to evaluate the �rst research

question. T test was applied to the answers received for the semantic questions
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Table 4: Developers' Demographic Pro�le

Table 5: Profession

Professional Status No. of devs

Software employee 21

Freelancer 2

Student 12

Company Owner 1

Table 6: Weekly Hours of coding

Hours No. of devs

<5 hrs 11

5 to 10 hrs 3

10 to 20 hrs 5

20 to 40 hrs 11

40 hrs < 6

on Likert scale considering two participant groups at a time. We evaluated465

users against role-play developers, users against non-role-play developers and

role-play developers against non-role-play developers.

The second and the third research questions were evaluated using ANOVA

[65]. We applied Two factor ANOVA without replication to evaluate the di�er-

ence against user expectation and developer practice (role-play and non role-470

play) on data collection across and within the three participant groups. We

considered sensitive and not-so sensitive data items, de�ned according to data

protection regulatory de�nitions [37, 38] separately in this analysis.

We then performed thematic analysis on the descriptive answers received

for the open ended questions. We followed the coding approach [13] to identify475

reasons for the behaviors observed [66]. We did not receive long answers for

the open ended questions. The longest answer we received was three sentences.

Therefore, the coding process was simple and straight forward. One coder �rst

went through each and every answer and generated simple codes summarizing

the answers. With these codes we generated a coding scheme in Nvivo. We then480

recruited another coder and generated another coding scheme. Both coding

schemes were similar and interchangeable. Hence, the �rst coder then coded

all answers using the coding scheme on Nvivo [67]. This process is known as

grounded approach in qualitative data analysis.
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5. Results485

Figure 2 below captures the key �ndings of our study and demonstrates the

relationship among developers personal privacy expectations as users, their as-

sumptions on user privacy expectations and their behaviors when they designed

the software applications. We indicate a signi�cant relationship with the hard

arrows and an observed relationship with the dashed arrows.490

Figure 1: Relationship among developers personal privacy expectations as users, their assump-

tions on user privacy expectations and their behaviors. The hard arrows indicate a signi�cant

relationship and the dashed arrows indicate an observed relationship

We could observe that developers assumptions on user privacy expectations

relate to their personal privacy expectations as users. For example, compared to

users developers expected applications to collect more data and they assumed

users to be comfortable sharing more data into the application. Developers

also assumed that users would have lower priority towards privacy when using495

the application. We could observe e�ects of these assumptions in their designs.

However, interestingly, developers and users had similar expectations on desired

data collection (ideal behavior) in software applications. Nevertheless, this had

no e�ect on the behavior of the developers. In the next sections we discuss the

present our results in detail and answer the research questions.500
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5.1. Expectations, developers vs users

When we �rst asked the participants about their expectations in using the

application role-play developers mentioned key words such as, �speed�. �e�-

ciency� and �instant service�. Non-role-play developers used key words such

as �e�ciency�, �convenience�, �cheap� and �remote service� and users used key505

words such as, �lower cost�, �easy�, �fast�,�avoid unnecessary expenses� and �in-

stant service�.

However, surprisingly, 8 out of of the 18 (44.4%) role-play developers also

mentioned �security� and �con�dentiality� as expectations, which were not ob-

served in the answers of the users. None of the developers in the non role-play510

group assumed con�dentiality or privacy as a user requirement either. We �nd

this observation interesting. This suggests that developers when using software

applications consider privacy as a requirement even if they are not consciously

encouraged to consider privacy. This may be because developers unconsciously

combine their experience as a software developer into their expectations when515

they use software applications, because they know how software applications

are designed and how the applications may behave.

However, only one out of the 18 (0.05%) users mentioned that s/he would not

use the application due to the sensitivity of data that would be required by the

application. This suggests that privacy is not a requirement that generally comes520

to users' mind when they are asked about their expectations from a software

application. Nevertheless, our next result indicate that if asked directly, users

have high privacy expectations when using software applications.

5.2. How di�erent is the level of priority given to privacy between developers

and users when they use software applications?525

The following graph (Figure 01) shows the answers we received from the

three participant groups. The level of priority users gave for privacy had a

mean = 9.56 (st.d= 1.042). Role play developers' level of priority for privacy

when using the application had a lower mean = 8.333 (st.d= 1.81497). Non role-

play developer group's assumption on the priority users would give for privacy530
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had the same mean with a di�erent standard deviation, mean = 8.333 (st.d=

1.029).

Figure 2: privacy expectations of users vs developers in the three groups

There was a signi�cant di�erence in the level of privacy expectation of the de-

velopers who were performing role-play against users (p = 0.0197 < 0.05). This

suggests that application developers give less priority to privacy expectations535

compared to users when using software applications. Developers assumptions

on how important privacy would be for users in using this application was also

signi�cantly di�erent to that of users (p = 0.00059 < 0.001). However, devel-

opers' assumptions were similar to what developers in role-play expressed as

their own priority if they were to use the application (p = 0.5 > 0.05). This540

suggests that developers may relate to their own expectations as a user when

they assume user privacy expectations.

5.3. How di�erent user expectations are from the actual data collection practices

developers embed into software applications?

When it comes to data collection expectations, we focus on both types of ex-545

pectations de�ned by Miller [35]. The should be expectations, which corresponds

to what the user desire the ideal setup to be as well as the will be expectations,
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which corresponds to what the user accept as the reality, irrespective of their

ideology. For example, here we ask what data users would willingly expose to

the application, which corresponds to their should be expectations or the de-550

sired data collection. That is, what they believe the application should collect

in ideal behavior. Then we ask what data they think the application would col-

lect, which corresponds to their will be expectations. Because, how they think

the application would behave, may or may not be similar to their ideal expec-

tation. However, sometimes even if it is against their ideal expectations, users555

may expose data to an application due to previous experience with similar ap-

plications and their general knowledge on the current status of data practices in

software applications. This corresponds to the gap from should be expectations

to will be expectations. Focusing on this, we also ask the participants what data

they would unwillingly expose to the application560

Table 7 captures the responses we received. For ease of presentation we have

summarized data into categories such as contact information where the partic-

ipants gave answers such as address, telephone no. etc. Personal information

implies name, marital status, age and behavioral data implies their hobbies,

food they eat, smoking/drinking habits and exercise routines.565

We observed that the desired application behavior of role-play developers

(should be expectations) was somewhat close to that of users. For example,

similar to users, role-play developers stated that they did not desire the appli-

cation to collect their personal information, �nancial information and contact

details. This was quite di�erent from what non role-play developers assumed.570

They only assumed that users would not be willing to expose their behavioral

data into the application. Such mismatches in developer assumptions against

user expectations on desired application behavior may result in user frustration

which leads to users' dissatisfaction with the application. This may lead to users

discontinuing to use the application, or continuing to use it with dissatisfaction575

due to the bene�ts the application gives or unavailability of other options.

However, assumptions of developers on users' will be expectations that are

di�erent from the actual expectations of users may result in privacy invasions.
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Table 7: Mismatched Expectations on Data Collection

Participant

Group

Willingly Expose as a User/

Users would Willingly Expose

Unwillingly Expose as a User/

Users would Unwillingly Ex-

pose/

Expect the Application would

Collect/ Users would expect the

Application would Collect

Users
Personal Information, Medical His-

tory

Contact Information, Educational,

Occupational or Financial and Insur-

ance Information, Location, Brows-

ing History and Past Interactions

with the application

Browsing History, Health issues and

Conditions, Behavioral data, Loca-

tion, Insurance Information

Role-play

developers as

users

Medical background, Demographic

Data, Location

Personal Information, Financial In-

formation, Payment Details, Contact

Details

Personal Information, Medical back-

ground, Contact Details, Payment

Details

Non-Role-

Play develop-

ers

Demographics, Medical History,

Identi�cation Data, Financial Data,

User Feedback, Location Data, Past

Interactions with the Application,

Payment Data, Photograph

Behavioral data

Personal Information, Medical His-

tory, Identi�cation Data, Financial

Data, User Feedback, Location Data,

Contact Details



  

For example, our results indicate that developers assume users would expect the

application to collect their contact details ( such as the mobile number, email580

address etc), which is di�erent to users' will be expectations. However, based

on their assumptions, developers may design the application to collect users'

contact details without explicit noti�cations, and this could lead to invading

user privacy, because users do not expect the application to collect these data

from them. Users are known to interact with software applications based on585

how they think the application would behave [8]. Therefore, the consequences

of mismatched will be expectations are critical in terms of privacy. Accordingly,

in the next section when we evaluate how the data collection expectations di�er

among the three participant groups, we only considered the will be expectations

and disregarded their ideal expectations.590

Following the design task we asked the participants the data items they

decided/expected the application to collect. We �rst evaluated the data non

role-play developers decided to collect for the particular application against the

selection of the users as to what they thought the application would collect.

Then, we evaluated the data elements role-play developers decided to collect595

against that of non role-play developers. Table 8 depicts the results from the

participants.

Table 8: Data Element List

Data Element devs as devs devs as users users

Name 7 9 10

Age 10 11 11

Birth-date 4 10 6

Gender 12 11 12

Marital Status 5 4 7

Sicknesses over the last 2 yrs 6 9 9

Sicknesses over the last 5 yrs 1 0 0

Sicknesses over the last 10 yrs 5 2 0
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Occupation 6 4 0

Education Level 1 2 0

Drinking smoking habit 9 6 0

Blood type 6 8 0

MRI/ECG Reports 7 4 0

Blood/urine reports 7 4 0

Address 4 4 4

Most Preferred Hospital 3 0 1

Most Preferred Doctor 3 0 0

Hobbies 2 4 2

Exercise routine 5 7 9

Previous Medicines Prescribed 8 6 0

Race 3 4 5

Nationality 3 7 5

Sexual Preferences (LGBT) 3 3 2

Critical Health Conditions 10 11 10

Health Conditions in the family 7 4 9

Food Preferences 5 6 6

Heart Rate (Regularly) 1 4 0

Weight/Height 6 9 10

Current Medicines 6 6 0

Photograph 3 0 6

Sleeping Hours 5 6 7

Discussions with Doctors 4 3 4

Patient's Feedback on Doctors 8 6 8

When evaluating the results we categorized data into sensitive data and

not so sensitive data based on the de�nitions in the USA FTC [38] and the600
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Australian Privacy Act [37]. Table 9 shows the two data groups (sensitive data

and not so sensitive data) after the classi�cation.

Table 9: sensitive data and not so sensitive data

sensitive data not so sensitive data

sicknesses in the last 2 yrs, sicknesses

in the last 5 yrs, sicknesses in the last

10 yrs, blood type, MRI/ECG/CTC

reports, blood/urine reports, previ-

ous medicines prescribed, race, na-

tionality, sexual preferences (LGBT),

prevailing health conditions, health

conditions running in the family,

daily heart rate, discussions with

doctors in the application, photo-

graph and medicines taken currently

Name, Age, Birth-date, Gender,

Marital Status, Occupation, Ed-

ucation Level, Drinking smoking

habit, Address, Most Preferred Hos-

pital, Most Preferred Doctor, Hob-

bies, Exercise routine, Food Pref-

erences, Heart Rate (Regularly),

Weight/Height, Sleeping Hours, Dis-

cussions with Doctors and Patient's

Feedback on Doctors

Interestingly, there was no signi�cant di�erence in the collection expectations

of users against actual developer practices when it comes to not so sensitive data

(developers, p = 0.89 > 0.5, role-play developers p = 0.79 > 0.5). However,605

when it comes to sensitive data, there was a signi�cant di�erence in what users

expect the application to collect, against what developers actually decide to col-

lect (developers, F = 6.15, F crit = 4.60, p = 0.02 < 0.05, role-play developers

F = 6.79 , F crit = 4.60, p = 0.02 < 0.05). More importantly, role-play had no

e�ect on this di�erence and developers from both groups demonstrated a sig-610

ni�cant di�erence with their data collection practices against user expectations.

Furthermore, the data collection decisions (sensitive and not so sensitive data

together) made by developers were strongly dependent on the developer and

hence non consistent (Cronbach's alpha for consistency among the answers =

0.109). This suggests that the data collection practices of software applications615
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are dependent on the developer and the same application being developed by

di�erent developers with the same speci�cation, without explicit instructions on

the data items to be collected, would be inconsistent in data collection.

5.4. How di�erent users and developers perceive sensitive data when using/developing

software applications?620

Our last research question focused on what users and developers perceive as

sensitive information when they use and/or develop an application respectively.

For this, users and role-play developers were asked to select data they considered

to be sensitive for them, and non role-play developers were asked to select data

items they assume to be sensitive for users. For this particular context we625

de�ned sensitivity to be the impact of loss of data. Table 10 shows the results.

We observed that none of the users considered age, gender and birth date

to be sensitive data where as developers considered these data elements to be

sensitive to the user. Interestingly, users did not consider their credit card data

to be sensitive to them where as developers considered it to be so. Furthermore,630

compared to the data elements identi�ed as sensitive by data protection regula-

tions, users did not consider nationality or race to be sensitive to them and only

one user considered personally identi�able data such as name and address to be

sensitive. Most users (12 out of 18) considered health conditions and medicines

taken to be sensitive information.635

Interestingly, developers identi�ed all the data items identi�ed in the reg-

ulations and some more to be sensitive to the user. The data elements users

considered to be sensitive was a subset of the data developers in both role-play

and non-role-play groups considered to be sensitive. This implies that develop-

ers consider more data elements to be sensitive than what users actually consider640

to be sensitive. This may be because developers are more aware of the privacy

risks that exist in software applications and hence have a better understanding

on the impact of loss of data, whereas users due to lack of knowledge and expe-

rience, do not consider some data items such as their name and address to be
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  Table 10: Identifying Sensitive Data

Data Element devs as devs devs as users users

Previous and current health conditions 12 7 12

name 7 3 1

address 8 1 1

credit card 5 2 1

medicines taken (current and previous) 7 3 10

Family health conditions 4 0 1

habits (drink/smoke) 2 3 7

Height/weight 3 1 1

pulse/heart rate 1 1 1

nationality/race 4 1 0

LGBT preferences 3 3 1

Occupation/income level 1 0 1

Age 7 5 0

Gender 5 6 0

Blood Group 3 0 0

Birth date 3 2 0

Test Reports 0 1 0
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sensitive to them. An ANOVA test across the three groups on all data elements645

demonstrated a signi�cant di�erence across the three groups (F = 4.13, F crit

= 1.97, p = 0.003 < 0.005).

Nevertheless, it should be noted that there was a disparity among developers

on sensitive data elements, and their decision on sensitive data was not consis-

tent. Developers varied signi�cantly among themselves when they were asked650

to decide whether a particular data item would be sensitive to a user or not.

Users were more consistent in their selection as almost all of them identi�ed

health conditions, medicines taken and habits to be sensitive. Among develop-

ers majority of them agreed only on the sensitivity of medical conditions. An

ANOVA test among the individual developers on the identi�ed data elements655

demonstrated a signi�cant di�erence (F = 6.03, F crit = 3.29 , p = 0.006 <

0.01).

5.5. Developers' behaviors

Interestingly, there was no signi�cant e�ect of role-play in the design deci-

sions made by the participants (ANOVA F = 1.71, F crit = 6.61, p = 0.25).660

When observing developers' behaviors we particularly focused on how the

participants had used privacy techniques such as anonymization, pseudonimiza-

tion, data aggregation, data separation, encryption and data expiry in storage.

Most developers had integrated these techniques when storing the data they con-

sidered sensitive for users (Aggregation = 23, Separation = 25, Anonymization665

= 20, Pseudonimization = 11, Data Expiry (Storage period) = 18, Encryption

= 22, out of 36). Developers were fairly consistent in embedding these pri-

vacy techniques into their designs (Cronbach's alpha = 0.801). Since developers

were allowed to go back and forth between the questionnaire and the designs,

it is possible that developers made changes to their designs after answering the670

question on sensitive data.

However, there were two participants who claimed that database storage

of user data without encryption cannot have any e�ect on user privacy. One

participant had claimed that anonymous storage would hinder the bene�ts they
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could gain by processing data. Most of those who did not use these techniques675

claimed that either they did not know the concept or that they did not think

of it at the time of designing. For example, one participants said,

�I did not think of aggregation, although this is a good strategy for ensuring

anonymity of data when, say, being transferred to a data warehouse�.

This suggests that developers require explicit instructions to embed privacy680

into their application designs. General explicit instructions may not be su�cient

in guiding them to decide on which privacy techniques they should consider and

why. Consequently, developers had little concern towards user privacy expec-

tations in their designs. None of the participants had integrated any privacy

noti�cations into their designs. When instructed to consider privacy in their685

designs it was apparent that developers intuitively focused on technical aspects

and not user privacy expectations. We could not observe any implicit e�ects of

the role play developers performed in their designs. None of the role play par-

ticipants displayed concerns on their personal preferences on desired application

behavior or will be expectations in their designs. Overall,This suggests that ex-690

plicit instructions are required to encourage developers to consider mismatched

expectations of users against the application behaviors when they design soft-

ware applications.

However, since developers had used privacy techniques on data inconsis-

tently (for example, encryption was available for some sensitive data, and not695

for some) and due to lack of accepted formal methods to evaluate the privacy

embedded in a system design, we are unable to claim any signi�cant relationship

between developers perceived user privacy expectations against their design de-

cisions. Therefore, as demonstrated in Figure 2, here we only claim observed

relationships.700

5.6. E�ectiveness of Role-Play

Finally, to understand the e�ectiveness of the role-play approach we asked

developers in the role-play and non role-play groups about using their skills and

expertise as a developer to improve the application.
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Role play developer suggested implementing a methodology for doctors to705

retrieve sensitive information on demand to reduce the time spent on consul-

tation and incorporate machine learning to suggest common sicknesses. Non

role-play developers suggested recording video during consultation in the back-

ground to identify mental health issues, introducing machine learning to predict

common illnesses, storing consultation records to help future consultations and710

making use of users' browsing history to see their current health situations.

Despite the observed di�erences in the privacy expectations of role play de-

velopers from actual user expectations, this result suggests that developers may

make an e�ort to utilize their knowledge in implementing privacy preserving

technologies in the application better when they are playing the role of a user,715

as role-play developers were surprisingly privacy concerned. Role play develop-

ers demonstrated an interest to make use of their technical knowledge to cope

with potential threats that would a�ect user privacy. They also did not suggest

potentially privacy invasive technologies such as accessing user browsing history

or consultation recordings. The study evaluating conscious e�ort from the par-720

ticipants towards privacy may have had an e�ect on this. However, if that is the

case, the e�ect would be similar on both role-play and non-role play developers

and hence could be disregarded.

Therefore, even though it is not 100% e�ective in enabling developers to

understand user privacy expectations, we may still consider the role play ap-725

proach as a potential way to nudge developers towards user privacy concerns.

This is further highlighted by the skewness measurement of the priority given

for privacy by the three participant groups. Users were highly skewed towards

highest level of priority (skewness 2.80) and developers performing role-play had

a skewness of 1.15 which is still signi�cant, whereas developers who did not per-730

form role-play had a skewness of -0.32. While the level of privacy embedded

into the design while playing the role of a user may not quite be the same as

what a user would expect, the results suggest that the role play approach may

encourage developers to make an e�ort to embed privacy into the applications

they develop better.735
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To further explore how developers own expectations of privacy interact with

the way they embed privacy into software applications, we asked role-play de-

velopers how possible they believe it is to address their own privacy needs as

users if they developed this application. 6 out of the 18 role-play developers

said it is not possible to address their privacy expectations.740

�as a user I won't prefer app saving details, but I know [it] is a primary

requirement here� P18.

�as developers we give priority to client business requirements as oppose to

user requirements in scenarios where the two does not get along� P13.

and,745

�as a developer, when I design applications I tend to keep [my] privacy con-

cerns in the back seat because my own privacy interests sometimes con�ict with

client requirements� P03.

All of these 6 participants believed that according to their experience, their

own privacy requirements and business and client requirements do not get along.750

Interestingly, 4 out of the 18 role-play participants said that it is possible to

address user privacy needs, however, they said that it would be time consuming

and expensive due to which it is not practical. Further, they mentioned that

developers' voice is not given much attention in solving con�icts on user privacy

requirements in the design phase and hence, this should be focused at the man-755

agement level. The rest of the participants (8 out of 18) said that they are not

sure.

6. Discussion

6.1. Perceived Expectations vs Reality in Software Development

Overall our �ndings indicated a signi�cant di�erence between the perceived760

user privacy expectations by developers against actual user privacy expecta-

tions. The di�erences we observed in developers' perceived privacy expectations

from users had an impact on the way they designed the applications. Previous
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research has identi�ed that the lack of knowledge and understanding on infor-

mation privacy in developers act as a deterrent when developers embed privacy765

into the software applications [13]. Our �ndings indicate that in addition to the

knowledge on information privacy, developers also need to understand the user

expectations on privacy for successfully embedding privacy into software appli-

cations. However, for this developers �rst need to acknowledge the di�erences

between their perception against actual user expectations. For example, the770

prejudice developers have, where they believe they know what users want from

an application in terms of privacy [16] can have detrimental consequences on ap-

plication designs where developers' perceived privacy expectations are observed

to be signi�cantly di�erent from users.

In the current setup of software development, developers are expected to be775

responsible in embedding privacy into the applications they design [34, 16, 68, 6].

Most privacy technologies and conceptual guidelines such as PbD [27], PIA [29]

and FIP [28] are heavily dependent on the capability of the developer to make

the right choice at the right time. For example, these methodologies guide

developers to use privacy technologies in embedding user privacy requirements780

such as non-tracking Internet searching, dis-joint storage of information and

aggregated data storage to avoid personal information tracking [69] into software

applications. Onion Routing, Crowds, Gaps are some of the commonly used

privacy technologies in engineering environments [69] that focus on enabling

user privacy requirements through privacy concepts such as anonymity, un-785

traceability and un-observability of users from their internet actions. However,

these methodologies, or rather tools, solely focus on system implementation

aspects [70]. They are dependent on the developers' perception of user privacy

requirements in order to decide why, how and when to use them in a design [69].

However, since our �ndings indicate developers' perceived user expectations to790

be very di�erent from that of users, developers may required to be systematically

guided to explicitly elicit user privacy requirements in order to e�ectively use

these privacy technologies in their software designs.
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6.2. Enabling developers to understand user privacy expectations

Overall, the results suggest that developers are aware of the existence of pri-795

vacy vulnerabilities in software applications. This was also evident from their

lowered privacy expectations from software applications. Consequently, it is

important that developers realize their personal privacy expectations are lower

than that of users, in order to avoid these lowered expectations a�ecting their

development activities. Embedding privacy education into the curriculum in IT800

education [71] could be one long term approach to develop the mindset required

by developers to understand and acknowledge user privacy requirements from

an early stage itself. Values and knowledge embedded in the early stage of career

may assist them when they grow as developers and hence improve the privacy

knowledge and interest within the community of software developers. However,805

in order to address the need to enable developers to successfully address user

privacy expectations in their software application designs, it is important that

developers are systematically guided to understand and embed privacy within

the development practices itself [72]. This is emphasized in our �ndings where

developers claim that they have little room and authority to embed privacy810

into the softwares in their tasks. Management attention together with devel-

oper education on privacy matters may assist the development of privacy aware

software applications.

Nevertheless, so far, no systematic methodology has been proposed to de�ne

how developers should attempt to identify user privacy expectations [13, 11, 12].815

Our �ndings suggest that �Role-play as a user� may nudge software application

developers to be more concerned about privacy in designing and developing soft-

ware applications. This would encourage developers to think from a user point

of view, which was shown to have favorable e�ects on considering privacy when

developing software applications. However, as developers own expectations of820

privacy are observe to be signi�cantly di�erent from user expectations, more in-

�uential strategies are needed to guide developers to understand the di�erences

in user expectations compared to their own.

Interaction with users and formally extracting user privacy expectations
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through surveys and user studies may be required especially when designing825

sensitive applications similar to the scenario used in our study. Implicit methods

that may encourage developers to assume user privacy expectations should not

be encouraged due to the obvious reason of misunderstanding user expectations.

Participatory design, cognitive walk through [73] and task action grammar [74]

are some existing methods that enable developers to extract mismatched user830

expectations when designing applications through direct interaction with users.

Interactive prototypes is another approach that is used to directly engage users

to avoid false assumptions of developers a�ecting software application designs

[75]. However, as our results indicate that users do not express privacy as a

requirement unless explicitly asked, it is important that privacy is considered as835

an explicit conscious component in these methodologies when extracting user

expectations.

7. Limitations

This study focus on two factors that a�ect developers perception on user

privacy expectations, which are developers' personal privacy expectations and840

developers' assumptions on user privacy expectations. We, by no means rule

out the possibility of the existence of other factors that could a�ect developers

perception of end user privacy expectations, which are currently not known.

However, the focus of our study design is explicitly on these two factors and we

encourage future research to identify more factors, if any, that may a�ect the845

perception of software developers on user privacy expectations. Furthermore,

in forming the research questions we focus on the priority given to privacy

when using software applications, data collection expectations and expectations

on sensitive data. We accept that there are many aspects of data (deletion,

saving, processing) that a�ect transparency in software applications. However,850

our focus here is limited to the above three areas due to the lack of focus in

previous work given to these areas in particular. For a complete analysis, it is

important that the di�erences in perceived and actual user privacy expectations
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are observed in the complete data processing chain in software applications. We

encourage future studies to focus on these areas to broaden our �ndings and see855

how our �ndings stand on these aspects.

We chose a remote evaluation for this study because it allowed us to recruit

a geographically diverse sample [44]. Although we are aware that a remote eval-

uation gives us less control over the study environment, we still believe using a

remote evaluation had a minimal e�ect on the main �ndings of this research be-860

cause we were interested on the participants thought process according to their

role play. The questionnaire was carefully designed to elicit details about their

thought process and the di�erence in their behaviors, and we have discussed any

impact due to remote investigation in the results wherever applicable. Further,

allowing the developers to participate in the study in an environment they are865

comfortable with [44] supported their original behavior in contrast to a con-

trolled environment. As we carefully evaluated the results against the designs

submitted by the participants we were able to validate their answers. We found

that the answers were descriptive and valid. For example, the data items devel-

opers said they decided to collect were accurate against their designs except for870

few false positives where developers had not mentioned all data they collected.

Therefore, we suggest that for similar studies that observe participant behavior,

remote studies that are carefully designed can be considered appropriate.

As a result of having a remote study outside of an organizational setting

of actual software development, the study assigned an arti�cial task for the875

developers. We kept the task simple and straight forward to ensure that the

participants would not get bored, which would a�ect their participation with

genuine interest, and yet complete to ensure that all the steps in an application

design would be thought of within the task. However, we accept that an arti-

�cial task may not initiate the exact same enthusiasm or rather, commitment880

in developers towards the task compared to their professional commitment to

their work. However, since we are using the control group method by keeping

the factors other than the investigation parameters to be similar for other groups

was su�cient in this experiment setup. Furthermore, since privacy is a sensitive
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topic for software development companies that deal with user information, it is885

unlikely that they would allow researchers to observe their developers when they

make decisions to collect user information for an application they are develop-

ing within the organization. Therefore, the task based questionnaire approach

we employed here was the closest we could get to observe software developers

original behavior in consciously considering privacy in their development tasks890

to elicit their perception of user privacy expectations and data collection, and

we consider this approach to be appropriate for deriving recommendations.

8. Conclusion

This study attempts to understand developers' perception on user privacy

requirements when they design software applications. We used three participant895

groups in the study with software developers and users. Our �ndings indicate

signi�cant di�erences in the level of priority given for privacy among users and

developers when they use software applications. The study also show that user

expectations on data practices on software applications are signi�cantly di�er-

ent from what developers assume users would want. Interestingly, developers'900

assumptions on user privacy expectations were close to their own privacy ex-

pectations as users. Furthermore, the study also revealed that the behaviors

of developers when designing software applications was in�uenced by their as-

sumptions on user privacy expectations. However, we observed that without

explicit instructions developers do not consider user privacy expectations when905

embedding privacy into their designs.

Based on our �ndings we propose recommendations for user privacy require-

ment elicitation for software application development. We suggest embedding

the importance of understanding user privacy requirements into the curriculum

in IT education and making developers understand the importance of interact-910

ing with actual users through systematically guided methods to extract user

privacy requirements when developing software. Our �ndings would be impor-

tant for organizations and policy makers to gain an understanding as to how
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they should implement and enforce organizational practices on software devel-

opers. Further research on how the observed di�erences could be addressed in915

organizational software development practices and how developer behavior in

organizations software development relate to these �ndings would help to see

how our �ndings stand in those setups. How often developers assume user pri-

vacy requirements, and how software requirement elicitation methods should

incorporate user privacy requirements would be interesting avenues to continue920

our initiation.
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Appendix A. Questionnaire for Developers1140

Please generate a six digit random number before you proceed. Write the

random number you generated below and click the option below according to

the random number you generated.

option 1 : Random number generated is even. - Consider yourself as a

software developer and attempt the design task below. Then proceed to the1145

questionnaire

option 2 : Random number generated is odd. - Consider yourself as a user

of the following application context and attempt the design task. Then proceed

to the questionnaire

Imagine that you are assigned to design a web-based health-care appli-

cation that allows remote consultation with medical professionals, gen-

eral practitioners and specialists, for a payment. Users should be able

to browse through a registered list of medical professionals and chat

(text/video) with them on their health problems for advice. Doctors

and health-care professionals can register on the application to earn by

providing their expertise to users. The application is to be freely avail-

able on-line (desktop/mobile). You may consider advertising and data

sharing with third parties such as insurance providers and hospitals as

potential avenues to increase the pro�ts gained from the application.
1150
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Appendix A.1. questionnaire for role play developers

1. How would you describe your expectations if you were to use the appli-

cation above?

2. Consider yourself as a user of the application context above. If you use

the application of this nature, what level of privacy do you expect from the1155

application on a scale of 1 to 10, with 1 being the lowest?

3. As a user what data would you willingly expose to this application as a

user?

4. As a user what data do would you expose to the application even if you

are unwilling as a user?1160

5. As a user what data do you expect the application to collect (irrespective

of whether or not you are comfortable disclosing them)?

Conduct a high level stakeholder analysis, prepare a list of data collected,

draw the information �ow diagram and a high level data base sketch for the

application described above. Your designs should consider privacy by following1165

the principles listed below. Make use of the additional documentation provided

at then end to read and understand the principles if you are not aware of them.

6. If you are asked to improve the application beyond the features described,

what features would you like to add to it, given your expertise as a developer?

7. How possible is it to consider your own privacy expectations when you1170

design a software application?

8. Please select the data items you decided to collect from a user from the

list below if you were designing the application.

9. Please select the data items you consider to be sensitive from the list

below.1175

10. Did you consider the following concepts in processing these sensitive

data in your designs ? (Aggregation, Anonymization, Data.Expiry, Encryption,

Pseudonimization, Separation)
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Appendix A.2. questionnaire for non-role play developers

1. How would you describe a user's expectations in using the application1180

above?

2. As a developer what level of privacy do you expect from the application

on a scale of 1 to 10, with 1 being the lowest?

3. What sort of data do you think users would willingly expose to this

application?1185

4. What sort of data do you think users would expose to the application

even if they are unwilling?

5. What sort of data do you think users would expect the application to

collect (irrespective of whether or not they are comfortable disclosing them)?

Conduct a high level stakeholder analysis, prepare a list of data collected,1190

draw the information �ow diagram and a high level data base sketch for the

application described above. Your designs should consider privacy by following

the principles listed below. Make use of the additional documentation provided

at then end to read and understand the principles if you are not aware of them.

6. If you are asked to improve the application beyond the features described,1195

what features would you like to add to it, given your expertise as a developer?

7. Please select the data items you decided to collect from a user from the

list below.

8. Please select the data items you consider to be sensitive for users from

the list below.1200

9. Did you consider the following concepts in processing these sensitive

data in your designs ? (Aggregation, Anonymization, Data.Expiry, Encryption,

Pseudonimization, Separation)

Appendix B. Questionnaire for users

Read and understand the application scenario given below. Consider you1205

are to use the application and answer the questions below.
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Imagine that you are considering using a web-based health-care applica-

tion that allows remote consultation with medical professionals, general

practitioners and specialists, for a payment. In this application you will

be able to browse through a registered list of medical professionals and

chat (text/video) with them on their health problems for advice. Doc-

tors and health-care professionals can register on the application to earn

by providing their expertise to you. The application is freely available

on-line (desktop/mobile).

1. How would you describe a your expectations if you were to use the

application above?

2. What level of privacy do you expect from the application on a scale of 11210

to 10, with 1 being the lowest?

3. Please select the data items you think the application would collect from

a user from the list below.

4. Please select the data items you consider to be sensitive from the list

below.1215

5. What sort of data do you think you would willingly expose to this appli-

cation?

6. What sort of data do you think you would expose to the application even

if you are unwilling?

7. What sort of data do you think you would expect the application to1220

collect (irrespective of whether or not you are comfortable disclosing them)?

Appendix C. Participant Invitation Email

Dear X,

We are researchers in Computer Science & Engineering at the University X.

We are looking for application developers to participate in a research study on1225

Developers Attitudes towards Privacy by X. Looking at your contribution to

the <X project> we would like to invite you to take part in our research study.
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We appreciate the participation of experienced developers like you in research

studies that focus on privacy and security aspects of software engineering to

enable secure and privacy-aware software development through our research.1230

This study involves a simple application design task and a questionnaire

on your experience in the industry environment as an application developer.

You will be asked to design a software application (high-level stakeholder anal-

ysis, prepare a list of data collected, draw the information �ow diagram and a

high-level database sketch) by hand or any preferred software. The complete1235

study is expected to take approximately 3 hours (2 hrs - design task, 40 mins

- questionnaire ). However, as the study is divided into two separate tasks, we

believe it will be fun and interesting and would give you a break from your other

activities.

If you're willing and available, please reply to this email! We will absolutely1240

work around your schedule, and you can do the study remotely at any time that

suits you. It is important that you don't feel coerced to take part in this study

in any way. Just because we have emailed you does not mean that we, or anyone

else, expect you to take part in the study, and no penalty will be incurred if

you choose not to do so. If you decide to participate we would share our results1245

with you. Further, as a gratitude for your participation, we will be giving you

an Amazon gift voucher worth of 15 USD.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me replying to this

email

Please feel free to forward this email or the advertisement attached herewith1250

among your colleagues who are suitable for this study. That would be really

helpful for us. Also, because we care about not spamming people, if you don't

respond to this email (or one follow-up after you express your interest) or if you

tell us you are not interested, we will not email you again or distribute your

email anywhere.1255

Thanks and Regards X
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Appendix D. Email for Participants with Study Information

Dear X,

Thank you very much for expressing your interest to participate in our re-

search study on "Developers Attitudes towards Privacy" by X.1260

Attached herewith are the participation consent form (which gives us as the

researchers to store and analyse your anonymized data), study information sheet

(which explains who we are, what we do and the background of this study) and

the study instruction form (which will guide you step by step through the study)

as seperate pdf �les. We have appendices attached in the study instruction1265

form that would give you all the information you need on the technical aspects

required in the tasks. First, read and understand the study information sheet

and please �ll in sign and scan/photograph of the participant consent form

and send it to us. Then read the instructions form and continue the study as

instructed.1270

As mentioned before it is expected to take about 2 1/2 -3 hours for the

complete study. It has two parts (background questionnaire leading to the

design task and the post task questionnaire) and you can take a break in between

to manage your time accordingly. Please note that we do not expect detailed

designs for the �rst part. Rough sketches are more than enough.1275

If you have any questions or suggestions for improvement please let me know.

We welcome any feedback.

After completion, submit the questionnaire given at the end of the instruc-

tion form and please send me your design sketches together with the email

address assigned to your amazon.com account, as we have a small token of ap-1280

preciation (15USD). We know this is not much, and in no way equals your time

and contribution. It is only a token of appreciation.

Hope you will enjoy the study!

Regards X
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